Agenda

1. General Update
2. Expedited Policy Development Process (EPDP)
3. Registration Data Access Protocol (RDAP)
4. Q&A
Activities Related to Data Protection/Privacy Issues

**TEMP SPEC**
- Effective
- Re-affirmed
- Expiry

**EPDP**
- Initiation
- Initial Report
- Final Report

**UAM**
- Framework published
- San Juan Communiqué
- Panama Communiqué
- SAC101

**GAC ADVICE**
- GAC Advice: Governmental Advisory Committee Advice

**SSAC ADVICE**
- SSAC Advice: Security Stability Advisory Committee Advice

**RDS REVIEW 2**
- RDS Review 2: Registration Directory Services Review 2

**RDAP**
- Profile published for public comment
- SLA & Reporting Requirements

---

**Temp Spec:** Temporary Specification for gTLD Registration Data
**EPDP:** Temp Spec Expedited Policy Development Process
**UAM:** Unified Access Model
**GAC Advice:** Governmental Advisory Committee Advice
**RDAP:** Registration Data Access Protocol

---

**Notes:**
- San Juan Communiqué
- Panama Communiqué
- SAC101
1. General Update

- Where we are now
- Next steps
1. General Update

Seeking legal clarity on a possible unified access model
- Technical solution for authentication implementation
- Code of conduct
- Research on public interest definition

Update on litigation
2. Expedited Policy Development Process (EPDP)

EPDP Team launched 1 August

Appointed representatives from GNSO Stakeholder Groups, as well as appointed representatives from ALAC, GAC, SSAC.

2 board liaisons, 1 liaison from ICANN’s Global Domains Division, and 1 liaison from ICANN Legal.

Anticipate delivery of a draft Initial Report by ICANN63, followed by publication of Initial Report for public comment shortly thereafter.
3. Registration Data Access Protocol

- gTLD RDAP Pilot Discussion Group worked together with ICANN org to published a proposed profile for public comment.
- Comment period closes 13 October 2018.
- ICANN org anticipates requiring implementation of the profile by April-May 2019.
4. Q&A and Discussion

◉ Please enter questions into the Adobe Connect questions pod.

◉ For more information about Data Protection/Privacy Issues, see this page: www.icann.org/dataprotectionprivacy.

◉ Please provide any comments to gdpr@icann.org.
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